Surviving the Bobcat Fire
By Robert Anderson

As

recently as December 9, our solar astronomer, Steve
Padilla, was taking his evening walk and noticed the
smoke of a hotspot flaring up in the canyon just below the
Observatory. It was a remnant of the Bobcat Fire, which
started nearby on September 6. The local Angeles
National Forest firefighters were notified of the flareup,
either to monitor it or extinguish it if needed. They have
returned many times during the last three months. And we
are always glad to see them, especially those individuals
who put water to flame here and battled to save the most
productive and famous observatory in history.
On the sunny Labor Day weekend, when the Bobcat Fire
started near Cogswell Reservoir in a canyon east of the
Mount Wilson, the Observatory’s maintenance staﬀ went
on cautious alert. As the fire spread out of control, it
stayed to the east burning north and south of the reservoir
for days, threatening communities in the foothills of the
San Gabriels. Nevertheless, all non-essential staﬀ and
residents were evacuated oﬀ the mountain just in case.
Under a surreal, smoke-filled September sky, crews
prepare to defend the Observatory. Photo: D. Cendejas

David Cendejas, the superintendent of the Observatory,
and a skeleton crew of CHARA staﬀ, stayed to monitor
the situation and to secure the grounds. Routine yearround maintenance of Mount Wilson always includes
clearing a wide perimeter of combustibles from the
buildings, but when a large fire is burning nearby, clearing
anything that has been missed becomes an urgent priority,
along with double-checking all the fire equipment.
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Mount Wilson Observatory Status
Due to the resurgence of COVID-19 in California, we have decided that, in
the interest of public health, we will remain closed for the remainder of 2020.
The Bobcat Fire has further complicated our return to normalcy; the U.S.
Forest Service has closed all the trails to the peak and the road up from the
Angeles Crest Highway remains closed to the public as well. Please check our
current status on our website mtwilson.edu to see what access is available. We
hope to Best Wishes for a happier New Year from the Observatory
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NEWS + NOTES
SNOW TELESCOPE
RESTORATION
The Snow was the first major telescope
George Ellery Hale installed on the
mountain in 1904. Despite the Bobcat Fire,
the renewal of the Snow Solar Telescope is
nearly done. The coelostat, the complex
mechanism with two flat mirrors that
tracks the Sun, has had rust and numerous
layers of old paint stripped oﬀ and is
getting its final coat of fresh paint that will
keep it rust free and protected for another
century. A special thanks to the Ludwick
Foundation for funding the renewal of this
famous instrument, which provided the
first spectrographic proof that sunspots are
“cool” regions on our star.
THE GREAT CONJUNCTION

The restoration of the Snow Solar Telescope was
a team eﬀort. Here, Observatory maintenance
man, John Stone, who did much of the work,
applies a final coat of the special epoxy paint on
one of two flat, coelostat mirror supports. The
mirrors, when reinstalled, will track the Sun and
send its light to the primary mirror in the building.

On the Winter Solstice, December 21st, the
“Great Conjunction” was broadcast live from
the mountain. Called “great” because it was a
close approach of Jupiter and Saturn, the two
largest planets in our Solar System. The two
gas giants were in the southwestern sky. The last time they came this close (1/10th of a
degree) was in 1226! The planetary pair were broadcast live via the Internet from a
telescope on the catwalk of the 100-inch telescope; the two gas giants were too low in
the sky for our big ones to reach them. The show (which included viewing the Universe
through the 60-inch Telescope) was a joint eﬀort of astronomers and telescope
operators from Mount Wilson Observatory, Carnegie Observatories, and Glendale
Community College.
REMOTE TELESCOPES PROGRAM

Our favorite thing at the Observatory is having the public up to look at planets, stars, and
galaxies through one our big, historic telescopes. Until we can safely resume these sessions,
we will be conducting them via Zoom for students and other interested parties. For more
info on setting one up, send an email to: info@mtwilson.edu
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(Inset) Astronomer Edwin Hubble
at the Newtonian focus of the
100-inch telescope on Mount
Wilson, circa 1923.

Help Sustain the Observatory
This year, with very little revenue coming in due to the pandemic and a
major forest fire, we are relying on our many kind donors (see page 7)
and grants more than ever. If you are in the position to support science,
education, and this remarkable historic site with a small donation, it
would be especially welcome. Visit mtwilson.edu for information on
how to support the Observatory through donations, or memberships. A
Happy and Better New Year to all!
REFLECTIONS
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A LETTER FROM
SAM HALE, CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
December, 2020

Dear Mount Wilson Friend,
Traditionally, December is a month for reflection and
future planning. Reflecting on this unusual year, my first
thought is to thank each of you for your continuing interest in
and goodwi! toward Mount Wilson. You have no idea how
much your gifts and comments mean to us. Our sincere
wish is that 2021 provides us all with good health and
growth possibilities. I say this on behalf of the entire staﬀ
and Board of the Mount Wilson Institute.

- Creating a museum-quality space for the heritage
astronomical instruments on exhibit in the Museum of
Photon Technology in the 100-inch dome,

My next thoughts focus on a very sobering review of this
past challenging year. Little did we know as 2020 began
that our school programs, cosmic lectures, summer music
events, and observing nights on the 60-inch and 100-inch
telescopes, would all be cancelled due to a global
pandemic. Or that by fall, wildfires would be threatening
thousands of acres in the Southland.

- Continuing to upgrade The Monastery, the dormitory
where astronomers stayed in the 20th century (Edwin
Hubble, Albert Einstein, and others),
- Providing new public restrooms.
Please help make our plans come to life in the new year
and beyond! You can be a part of Mount Wilson’s future
with a generous gift this holiday season. You can give
online here 0n our Website at www.MtWilson.edu

Yet, even this cloud had a silver lining thanks to you and
our growing community of supporters. As the September
Bobcat Fire raged up the mountain, firefighters worked
around the clock to defend our historic facility where
California’s golden age of astronomy began in 1904.
Grants from Los Angeles County for reservoir
improvements and from the Ludwick Family Foundation
for new fire hydrants and well pumps provided our firefighting heroes with a fast and steady supply of water.
Thank you, thank you.

Or if you prefer, send a check to:
Mount Wilson Institute
P.O. Box 94146
Pasadena, CA 91109.

All the international media attention generated by the
Fire inspired us to experiment with a GoFundMe
campaign for the first time. Then hearing about our
plight, Pasadena’s own Jerry Kohl and Gale Kohl hosted an
October fundraiser at Gale’s Restaurant. And Jerry
matched the proceeds! Over $38,000 has been raised from
these new eﬀorts. These funds help to fill the gap in our
revenues and will go towards future renovations on the
mountain.

Again, thank you for your support of our historic and
esteemed institution. By joining us, you are an extension
of the dedicated mountain staﬀ, the committed volunteers
and attentive trustees who are carrying George Ellery
Hale’s vision into the next century.
We look forward to hearing from you,

About the future… Mount Wilson Institute is creating
ambitious plans not only to maintain and restore the
Observatory’s surrounding natural environment, but also
to maintain and upgrade the instruments and buildings in
order to honor its history as THE location where we
discovered our place in the universe. The top priorities for our
astronomical treasure include:

Sam Hale, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Mount
Wilson Institute
P.S. Your gift of $100 or more entitles you and a guest to
join one of our Early Bird tours of the Mount Wilson
grounds as soon as it is safe to reopen. Your gift must be
received by January 29, 2021 to be eligible. The walking
tour will include a presentation of plans for the grounds, a
chance to see where many of the upgrades will be made,
and a light lunch.

- Renovating the Auditorium while retaining its historic
qualities,
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Surviving the Bobcat Fire — "om page 1`

On September 14, the fire took an
ominous turn to the west. “When I
saw the fire cross over the top of
Monrovia Peak and Clam Shell Ridge,
I knew the fire was going to be
heading our way.” The fire crept down
into the Santa Anita Canyon over the
next few days, threatening the
Chantry Flats area and many of the
old camps along the river. Somehow
the historic Sturtevant camp was
spared, but the fire was soon racing
upslope to the top of Mount Wilson.
The mountain was soon populated
with a small army of firefighters.
Among them was a structure safety
team that assessed all the buildings
and wrapped vulnerable windows and
stairs with special fireproofing. Some
buildings like the Monastery, the dorm
where many of the 20th century’s
most famous astronomers lived, were
already equipped with metal shutters
As soon as the smoke and ash cleared, the very first to observe with the historic
which Cendejas and the remaining
60-inch telescope were the firefighters protecting the Observatory.
staﬀ had already dropped into place.
They worked closely with the
having to watch the fire approach the observatory via the
firefighters to make sure they knew the water system and
tower cams like everyone else.” For all our volunteer
had all info they needed to fight the fire when it arrived.
docents, telescope operators, and supporters, the tower
cams kept everyone on edge for several days, particularly
This eﬀort to “fireproof ” the facilities has been a major
on the 17th when the fire came right up to the edge of
part of the Observatory’s critical infrastructure from the
property and within a few feet of the Monastery. (A
beginning. Our founder, George Ellery Hale, was well
remarkable panoramic time-lapse movie of the Bobcat
aware of the fire danger on the mountain summit and took
Fire is still posted on our website’s homepage.)
every precaution in the design of structures that would
not burn. The old fire pump from the earliest days is still
The Bobcat Fire would threaten the Observatory twice
in place below the 130,000 gallon tank on the mountain.
more as it wrapped around three sides of the summit, but
It was replaced long ago with a modern pump house to
thanks to the amazing skills of ground crews from many
pressurize the network of fire stands all over the facility.
jurisdictions, the fire was kept away with only some minor
And backing it all up is a giant 530,000 gallon reservoir
damage. (They drained 40% of the big water tank in the
built in the 1920s. Thanks to a grant from Los Angeles
process, and has already been refilled from the wells.) The
County this tank was recently restored and was just
Observatory owes them all. And they were showered with
topped oﬀ before the fire started. Cendejas noted that
hats, t-shirts and pins, and tours of the telescope domes,
“When the fire crews arrived they did not expect us to
and even some viewing time when the smoke and ash
have much water. So they were surprised to see that they
cleared. They knew they were saving a special place.
would have all the water they might need.”
2020 has been a stressful year for the Observatory, as it
has been for all of us, but the work to maintain, safeguard,
and improve the facilities has kept going. We do not know
yet what 2021 will be like on the mountain. Currently, all
the trails to the summit and the road from Red Box (the
junction with Angeles Crest Highway) are closed by an
order from the U.S. Forest Service. David Cendejas
expresses the feelings of all the Observatory staﬀ. “We
really miss the visitors, the concerts and events. I can’t
wait to see people up here again!”

As the superintendent worked with the firefighters to
make final preparations, he was deeply impressed by their
cohesion, camaraderie, and professionalism. The smoke
was really bad at times, but the firefighters warned that it
could get much worse: “so bad you might not be able to
see more than five feet in front of you.” When the fire
neared the Observatory on the 16th, the remaining
mountain staﬀ volunteered to leave so that the crews did
not have to worry about “civilians.” According to
Cendejas, “The hardest part of the whole experience was
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Betelgeuse & Baade
By Robert Anderson

One hundred years ago this December, Mount Wilson
astronomers measured the size of a distant star for the
first time. It was Betelgeuse, the bright reddish star in the
Orion constellation. Nobel Prize-winning physicist Albert
Michelson and astronomer Francis Pease adapted the 100inch Telescope for interferometry to observe the star with
unprecedented resolution. (Read the two previous issues
of Reflections, December 2019 and July 2020, archived on
the web, to learn more about this remarkable
achievement.) Betelgeuse, a red supergiant with ten to
twenty times the mass of our Sun, is predicted to explode
in a supernova sometime in the next 100,000 years, or
perhaps it already has. It is one of a handful of “nearby”
stars that are candidates for such titanic detonations.
The idea of a supernova, a stellar death vastly more violent
than the common nova explosions, was first proposed in
1917 by Heber Curtis at Lick Observatory in California. As
an example, he cited the brilliant new star that appeared
in 1885 in the Andromeda “spiral nebula.” Curtis, a leading
proponent for spirals being distant stellar systems similar
to our own Milky Way Galaxy, knew that if you could see a
“new” star in a distant galaxy, it must be very bright
indeed. But Curtis’ belief in distance galaxies was ahead of
the mainstream consensus. The long debate over the
nature of spiral nebulae was not settled until Edwin
Hubble measured the immense distances to Andromeda
and several other galaxies in 1924.
The astronomer who would truly pioneer supernova
research, however, was Walter Baade, one of Mount
Wilson’s most famous astronomers. Marking another
centennial this year, it was in 1920 that Baade observed his
first supernova from his native Germany. Max Wolf, a
colleague working at Heidelberg Observatory, had
discovered it in a faint spiral designated NGC 2608 (a
galaxy we now know to be about 37 times farther than
Andromeda) and had alerted other observers via postcard.
Baade, who was the principle observer on the 1-meter
telescope at Hamburg Observatory (then the largest in
Germany) made five photographic plates of the “new” star.
It was nearly as bright as the whole galaxy. With his 1meter, he was able to observe the unusually bright star
longer than Wolf could; he took his last plate of the fading
supernova in 1922.

An artist’s illustration of Betelgeuse as it appears today.
Nearing the end of its relatively short 10-million year life, it
is ejecting plumes of gas almost the size of our solar system.
The art is based on high resolution studies by astronomers
using the Very Large Telescope in Chile. Credit: European
Southern Observatory/L. Calçada

Mount Wilson to take a permanent position, supernovae
were about to become a hot topic. And he would be a
leader in the research. Indeed, he and Fritz Zwicky, a Swiss
astrophysicist at Caltech and Mount Wilson, would
popularize the name “supernova” for these dying stars that
emit billions of times the light of a typical star, enough to
approach the output of an entire galaxy. (For comparison,
an ordinary nova emits “only” about as much as a million
stars.) As early as 1929, Baade was calling these stellar
outbursts, like the one in Andromeda in 1885, as a
“hauptnova” in German, meaning “chief nova.” But the
person to actually coin the term, according to
astrophyisict/historian Donald Osterbrock, was Knut
Lundmark, a Swedish astronomer who worked at Mount
Wilson in the 1920s. (Osterbrock’s books on the history of
California’s observatories are highly recommended; his

Baade’s first supernova observation must have whetted his
appetite for these rare, transient stars shining like beacons
across intergalactic space. In 1931, when he arrived at
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2001 book Walter Baade: A Life in Astrophysics is the source
of much of the history in this article.)
Osterbrock had little doubt that Baade, who he described
as a “voracious” reader, had seen Heber Curtis’1933 paper
on supernovae in the leading German astrophysical journal
(Curtis had never left the supernova game). In it, Curtis
listed the scant observational evidence for two kinds of
novae, one much brighter than the other and nothing in
between. He cited just six observations of supernovae in
addition to one in Andromeda. Only one was in our galaxy,
recorded in 1572 by the famous Danish astronomer, Tyco
Brahe as a remarkably bright new star. The others - four
discovered by Hubble and one by Williamina Fleming at
Harvard - were in distance galaxies. (We now know that
these titanic explosions are so rare, with maybe only three
per century occurring in our galaxy. So it is much easier to
find them by searching a large number of other galaxies.
And the dust and gas of the Milky Way tends to hide them
from our perspective within the galactic disk.) Osterbrock
further surmised that Baade, who read everything about
galaxies, was already well aware of all the supernova
observations.
Yet perhaps Curtis’ paper spurred Baade to action. He
often discussed the subject of regular novae vs supernovae
with Zwicky, and in 1934 the two astrophysicists published
three papers which established supernova research as a
major field. The first compared the frequency of common
novae to the rare supernovae and estimated the enormous
energy released by the latter. The second paper proposed
that supernovae might be the source of high energy
cosmic rays, an idea that remains the leading explanation.
But even more impressive, Baade and Zwicky predicted
that a supernova explosion might produce a superdense
state of matter, a remnant they named a neutron star.
They made this assertion a mere two years after the
discovery of the neutron! The third paper predicted that.
if the ideas they presented in the first two were correct,
cosmic rays must be protons and heavier nuclear
fragments. At the time, the composition of cosmic rays first discovered in 1912 - was still unknown. But once
again, time proved Baade and Zwicky to be right.

Walter Baade at Yerkes Observatory on his first visit from
Germany in 1926, before making his way west to Mount
Wilson Observatory. Credit: University of Chicago

Within a year, Zwicky had used it to find two more of the
rare supernovae. Then Baade would use the two big
telescopes at Mount Wilson to analyze their light
(Palomar’s Zwicky Transient Facility, which saw first light
in 2017, was named in his honor and will use a new digital
camera mounted on their 48-inch Schmidt telescope to
make a full scan of the visible northern sky every night,
looking for time-dependent events like supernovae.)
By 1938, Baade was able to publish light curves for
eighteen supernovae, including the one he observed in
1920, a hundred years ago, in Germany. He was rapidly
collecting the data that would eventually help classify the
diﬀerent kinds of supernovae, a key step to using them as
distance indicators on a cosmic scale.

More observations were desperately needed to really begin
to understand what mechanisms could cause such
immense explosions, so Baade urged Zwicky to start a
wide-field survey of the sky to search for more supernovae
among the galaxies. Baade had brought a new and better
kind of wide-field telescope to America when he arrived at
Mount Wilson. Named after Bernhard Schmidt, the novel
optics of the camera could record large patches of the sky
on a glass plate with high fidelity. Baade recruited Zwicky
to get a larger one built at Palomar Mountain, the site
selected for the 200-inch telescope that would be
controlled by Caltech and funded by Rockefeller, rather
than Mount Wilson’s Carnegie Institute. The result was
the 18-inch Schmidt at Palomar, completed in late 1936.
REFLECTIONS

Baade also played a key role in identifying the remnants
of historic supernovae like the one observed by Brahe and
another seen by Chinese observers in 1054 which he
linked to the Crab Nebula. Following World War II, this
research led Baade to become a pioneer in the new field of
radio astronomy which could reveal supernovae remnants
in ways optical astronomy could not. But there is no
substitute for observing such an event up
close in realtime. No doubt Baade dreamed
of witnessing the spectacular demise of
Betelgeuse.
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We Thank Our Lucky Stars!
Maricela A
Peter Abbey
Alana Althage
Tracy Andreen
Thierry
Appourchaux
David Arellano
David Axelrod
Brad Babic
Charles Bailey
Niels Bartels
Aaron Barth
David Batteau
Eric Baumgartner
Arthur Beesley
Jennifer BentsonGebel
Beth S. Bergman
Derek Berlin
Daniel Berman
Edward Beterbide
Paul Beterbide
Nancy Beverage
Bill Bogaard
Forrest Borie
Jean Bovet
Christy Bradley
Robert Branch
Barry Brence
Grant Brennan
David Brown
Laura Brown
Ron & Carol Brusha
Cathy Buehler
Jim Bullock
George Burke
Christopher Burns
Edmond Burzycki
Robert Cameron
George Carlisle
Roger Carlson
Graham Carroll
Janet D Carter
Scott Chalmers
Steven Chan
Chrysti Chaney
Scarlette Chapman
Beverly Chen
Kevin Corcoran
Vanessa Crawford
Tere Cruz
Tina Cruz
Morgan Daines
Karen Dale
Laura Danly
Derek Davey
John Davis
Kevin Dea
Linda Van Winkle Deacon
Mark DeAntonio

Mariella DeMey
Richard Denning
George Denny
Diana deNoyelles
Diane Dickey
Anne Dickinson
Barbara Diener
Lynne Dills
Debra Do
Steven Dowdy
Birget Drawhor
Mary Eckhardt
Elizabeth Elder
Gail Elnicky
Janet English
David Erickson
Sandy Erlach
Eun-Joo Ahn
Gretchen Evirs
Scott Fajack
Mira Farka
Julie Fedde
Erika Felsoory
Renee Fenty
Ann Finkbeiner
John Fisanotti
Bruce Fischer
Jonathan Flynn
Kim Fong
Christopher Ford
Valerie Freeman
Steven Fujimoto
Lynn Fulks
Justin Fuller
Susan G de Padilla
Moshe Gai
Judith Gain
Anthony Gates
Mark Gebhardt
Jason Georges
Douglas Gies
Matthew Goldman
Ruth Goldstein
Katie Gordon
Ronald Gottula
Robert Gounley
Nellie Graham
Forrest Gray
Carlos Gross Jones
Brian Gwinn
Gregory Hachigian
Catherine Haight
Sam Hale
Bethany Harbourt
Caroline Hardman
Maureen Harrington
David Hasenauer
John Heitzman
Daniel Hennessy
Sonia Hernandez Doran

Patricia Hill
Scott Hood
Linda Hooke
Michael Horner
Ann Horton
John House
Rob Humble
Kerry Hurd
Travis Imken
Konstantin Ivanov
Carla Johns
Josh Johnson
Rich Juricich
Paul Kaufman
Penelope Keithley
Sean Kenney
Ryan Khavari
Carole King
Paul King
Rebecca Kirsch
Jerry Kohl
Sonya Kolowrat
Susan Kramer
Dennis Kruse
Raymond Kuo
Vincent Lau
Courtney Lavender
Joanne Lazzaro
Diane Lester
Lorelyn Lewis
Jesus Liera
Joseph Lima
Lorna Lochner
Camille Lombardo
Mark Longo
Daniel Low
Stephen Lowe
Jose Augusto Del Luna
Lynn Lusher-Grants
Bradford Macneil
Elizabeth Madsen
Tyler Malotte
Milutin Marich
Chris Markiewicz
Beverly Marksbury
Janet Marott
Herrad Marrs
Diane Marston
Todd Mason
Bruce Mauleverer
Ellen Maycock
Virginia Maycock
Melinda McBride
Barbara McCallon
James McDermott
Marielle McGilvray
Michael McIntyre
Dan Melendez
Donald Merritt
Rosemary Mestel

Natasha Metzler
Darryl Michaud
Robert Minor
Michela Montalto
Natalie Montgomery
Erin Mooney
Jessica Morgan
Tara Mostofi
Gloria Mullendore
Walter Muller
Joe Mulqueen
Laurie Murphy
Rodney Nagata
Eric Nelson
Joe Norton
Jose Norton
Danny O'Malley
Matthew Oberley
John O'Bryan
John Oldson
Christina Ondrus
Penny Orloff
Dorothy Pan
Ben Parnas
Daniel Parsons
Mona Patel-Sikora
Roy Patton
Deborah Paulshus
Laurel Paxton
Michael Perry
Sarah Peterson
Dennis Phillips
Helen Pinkston
Elizabeth Pomeroy
Thomas Powell
Susan Pruett (Miali)
Myron Pulier
Debra Rabb
Ben Radcliffe
Ricardo Ramirez
Amy Rego
Chris Reisbeck
E.J. Remson
Ralph Requa
James Reynolds
Gabriel Richards
Noel Richardson
Veronica Richardson
Peter Rinde
Randall Rosenfeld
Shari Roulin
Paul Rousseau
Michael Rudy
Michael Ryan
Heather Sabin
Catherine Sabinash
Teresa Salerno
Michael Sander
Irl Sanders
Katie Sandridge
Thomas Schnürer

Jeff Schroeder
P. Schuman
Mierk Schwabe
Ruth A Schweitzer
Jay Seifert
William Shakalis
Deborah Shapley
Sarah Stowell
Shapley
Albert Sheean
Bettina Sherick
Nani Shonnard
Randy Shulman
Roy Shuman
Bill Silverman
David Smith
Peter Snowden
James Somers
Bob Spears
Thomas Spirock
Valerie Stansfield
Frank Starnes
Katie Steinke
Anne Sullivan
John Swanson
Gene Tabatabai
Jessica Taylor
Philip Taylor
Rick and Carol
Thomas
Peter Thompson
David Thorne
Matt Tigan
Michael Topp
Shannon Towey
Cecilia Tsan
Paula Turner
Scott Unger
David Vandervelde
David Vasquez
Lynne Velling
Dan Viafore
Patricia Waasted
Danielle Wang
Jennifer Wang
Thomas Washing
Tom and Susan Washing
Marc Weiss
Sheri Weitz
Polly Wheaton
Saundra Whitehead
Courtney Whitmore
Alyse Williamson
Melisa Wilson
Bonnie Winings
Kelley Yao
George Yenoki
David Yenoki
Barbara Zimmerman

The Observatory relies solely on the generosity of our many supporters, to whom we are always extremely
thankful. This year, with our revenue from tours, events, and telescope rentals cut oﬀ, we are especially grateful
to those who have helped us with a donation or a membership. All those who donated between July 1 and
December 1 are listed above. If you would like to join them, please visit our website mtwilson.edu.
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WELCOME, VISITORS!

HOW TO GET TO MOUNT WILSON OBSERVATORY

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and recent fire, the Observatory
remains closed as is the road from Angeles Crest Highway to
Mount Wilson. The situation is constantly changing, so please
check our website homepage, mtwilson.edu for our current
status. Normally, the Observatory is open from 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. daily, and 4:00 p.m. in the off season.

From the 210 freeway, follow Angeles Crest Highway (State Highway 2
north) from La Cañada Flintridge to the Mount Wilson–Red Box Road;
turn right, go 5 miles to the Observatory gate marked Skyline Park, and
park in the lot below the Pavilion. Visit the Cosmic Café at the Pavilion,
or walk in on the Observatory access road (far left side of parking lot)
about 1/4 mile to the Observatory area.

SELF-GUIDED TOURS
If the grounds are open, you are welcome to walk around the
outside public areas of the Observatory. On our website you can
find printouts for self-guided tours. When we eventually reopen,
the Observatory and the CHARA array both have small museums
to check out, and the 100-inch Telescope dome has a visitor's
gallery to look at the famous 100-inch Telescope.
PRIVATE GROUP TOURS
In normal times, group daytime tours are available on any date.
Advance notice and reservations are required and a modest fee is
charged. Currently, all tours are suspended.
LOOK THROUGH THE TELESCOPES
Mount Wilson’s historic 60-inch telescope and 100-inch telescope
are currently not available for public observing due to the virus.

PARKING AT THE OBSERVATORY
Check our website to see if we are open, and if the parking area is
open. Normally, we are open almost everyday of the year. The U.S.
Forest Service requires those parking within the Angeles National
Forest and the National Monument (including the Observatory) to
display a National Forest Adventure Pass. For information, visit
www.fs.usda.gov/angeles/. Display of a National Parks Senior Pass
or Golden Age Passport is also acceptable.

